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GRArvmI..L~G STATE UNIVERSITY
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Policies and Procedures for Responding to Allegations of Research Misconduct

I.

Introduction

Grambling State University endeavors to achieve excellence in post-secondary education
through professional activity and creative teaching governed by the principles of academic freedom.
Excellence in scholarship requires all members of the University to adhere strictly to the highest
standards of integrity and ethical: conduct with regard to research, instruction and evaluation.
Grambling State University is committed to the ethical conduct of research by its faculty, staff and
students. Anyone who applies for a research, research-training, or research-related grant or
cooperative agreement under the Public Health Service (PHS) Act is obligated to pursue his/her
study in an ethical manner. Grambling State University expects that all researchers will be
responsible for the quality of data they report.
Willful misconduct in the pursuit of basic, clinical or applied research at Grambling State
University is not acceptable. It is the direct responsibility of all University personnel to maintain the
highest standards of ethics and professional integrity in the performance of and in the reporting of
researchactivities whether such researchis funded by private, state or fe~ral agencies. Allegations
of misconduct will be investigated and appropriate actions will be taken, in accordance with the
University and funding agency guidelines, against anyone found guilty of violating this policy.
Grambling State University specifically and fully subscribesto Federal Regulations for dealing with
possible misconduct in science.!
Grambling State University considers an allegation of misconduct to be a very serious charge,
so it is expected that any allegations made will have a substantial element of truth. While the
University recognizes the value of good faith allegations 'of possible misconduct in the interest of
science, the University and public good at large, frivolous accusationsmade with reckless disregard
for or willful ignorance of facts will not be tolerated and will be grounds for disciplinary action.
The University also recognizes and proposes that free and open scientific discourse must
continue at this institution and accordingly, researchers are strongly encouraged to engage in
scientific endeavors. Grambling State Uni'iersity's policy, set forth here is to provide an orderly
process for dealing with allegations of plagiarism and misconduct in research. It recognizes all
requirements, not in conflict with law, imposed by sponsoring organizations.

lpublic Health ServiceRegulationscodified at 42 Code of FederalRegulations50.101 through 50.105,and
National ScienceFoundationRegulations689.1 -689.9
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Ethical Conduct in Academic Researchand Scholarship
The primary way to encourage appropriate conduct in research and scholarship at the
University is for faculty to promote and maintain a climate consistent with high ethical standards.
In order to reduce the likelihood of mi~;conduct in research and scholarship, the faculty and
administration should facilitate the following:
1.
Encouragement of intellectual honesty. Because of the importance of a climate of
intellectual honesty in a university community, a commitment to the ethical responsibilities of
academia by all of its practitioners is essenti.al. We must emphasize the importance of such common
practices as submission of work to peer review, avoidance of conflict of interest, scholarly exchange
of ideas and d~ta, and self-regulation.
2.
Assurance that quality of research is emphasized. The faculty member has a responsibility
to assure that the highest standards are adhered to in all aspects of research and scholarship.

3.
Acceptanceof responsibility by rese.'lrchsupervisor. Universitypoliciesmustdefine a locus
of responsibility for the conduct of researchand ensure that the individual(s) charged with the
supervisionof researcherscan realistically executethe responsibility. The supervisorsof research
should be experienced academicianswho serve as mentors in transmitting the ethics and
responsibilities underlying scientific and humanisticresearch. It is also the responsibility of the
supervisorto encouragepublicationof as muchprimary data as possible:
4.
Establishment of well-defined resea,rch procedures. Well-defined and strictly adhered to
researchmethods are a deterrent to fraud. BiLasin data analysis and interpretation will be minimized
by following practices common to the disciplines.
5.
Appropriate assignment of credit and responsibility. Publications should recognize the
contributions of others through adequatecitation and/or acknowledgment. Publications should also
name as authors only those who have had a genuine role in the research and who accept
responsibility for the quality of the work be:ing reported.

II.

Definitions

a)
Misconduct is defined as (1) fabrication, falsification, plagiarism or other practices that
seriously deviate from those that are commonly accepted within the scientific community for
proposing, conducting or reporting research; (2) material failure to comply with Federal requirements
for protection of researchers,human subjects or the public or for ensuring the welfare of laboratory
animals; or (3) failure to meet with other material legal requirements governing research. It does not
include honest error, honest differences, interpretations or judgements of data.
b)
Inquiry is defined as an infonnal information-gathering and initial fact-finding process
to determine whether an allegation of misconduct warrants an investigation.

IV.

c)
Investigation is defined as a fonnal examination and evaluation of all relevant facts to
detem1ine if an instance of misconduct has taken place. If misconduct is confIrmed, the investigation
should determine the seriousnessof the offense and the extent of any adverse effects resulting from
the misconduct.
d)
Falsification of data ranges from fabrication to deceptively selective reporting, including
the purposeful omission of conflicting data with the intent to falsify results.

(e)

Plagiarism is defined as the representation of another person's work as one's own.

(t)
Misappropriation of Other's Ideas is defined as the unauthorized use of privileged
information (such as the violation of confidentiality of peer review), however obtained.

III.

Appointments
A.

Committeeon ResearchMisconduct

The Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs at Grambling State University will
appoint a Committee on Research Misconduct consisting of seven (7) members. The Committee
shall include tenured faculty members and/or senior administrators with one at-large student/trainee
or staff member. The Provost shall appoint one member as chairperson.

B

Misconduct Policy Officer (MPO)

The Provost shall appoint an individual to serve as the Misconduct Policy Officer. This
individual will be responsible for a) working with an individual who wishes to pursue an allegation
of research misconduct to develop a specific, foffilal, written complaint; b) providing staff and other
support assistance for inquiries and investigations; c) maintaining records of all allegations and
institutional responses; and d) serving ex-officio (without vote) on any inquiry or mvestigative
groups considering allegations of misconduct. The Provost shall provide the Misconduct Policy
Officer with sufficient resources to carry out the functions of the office.

Guidelines for Handling Allegations of ResearchMisconduct
1.
Whenever an accusation of resear'chor scientific misconduct is brought to the attention
of the :MFa, the MPO will notify ORI if it is ascertained at any stage of the inquiry or investigation
that any of the following conditions exist:

a)
b)
c)

There is an immediate health hazard involved;
There is an immediate need to protect Federal funds or equipment;
There is an immediate need to protect the interests of the person(s) making
allegations or the individual(s) who is/are the subject of the allegations and his/her
co-investigators and associates,if anv:

..J.

d)
e)

t)

It is probable that the alleged incident is going to be reported publicly;
the allegation involves a public health sensitive issue, e.g., a clinical trial;
There is reasonable indication of possible criminal violations, in which event, the
University will notify ORI within 24 hours of obtaining that information.

2.
Whenever an accusation of research misconduct is brought to the attention of the
University, the chargesshould be directed to the Misconduct Policy Officer. This officer shall work
with individuals who have a specific research misconduct allegation against a current or former
Grarnbling State University researcher. The Misconduct Policy Officer will assist the individual in
the development of a signed formal complaint for referral to the Committee on Research
Misconduct. The Misconduct Pol.icy Officer will ensure that the privacy of individuals making
reports in good faith are protected.
3.
In case of anonymous allegations, the Misconduct Policy Officer will record the
allegation and all preliminary information gathered in connection with the allegation. The
Misconduct Policy Officer will consult with a dean/director of the unit involved in the anonymous
allegation and will convene a group of no more than three (3) individuals to determine whether the
anonymous allegation should be referred to the Committee on ResearchMisconduct for inquiry.

4.
The Misconduct Policy Officer will refer all allegationsto the Committee on Research
Misconductwithin five (5) working daysof receiptof the allegation. Th~ Committee on Research
Misconduct will detemlineif thereis sufficient information to warrantin initial inquiry.

v.

Initial Inquiry

1.
Once the Committee determines that an infonnal inquiry is warranted, the ChaimIan
shall, within three (3) working days of the referral, appoint an Inquiry Board consisting of three (3)
members of the Committee on Research IvIisconduct to conduct the inquiry. No member of the
Inquiry Board shall have a primary appointrrlent in the department of the respondent or compl.ainant.
The Misconduct Policy Officer (MPO) is an ex-officio (without vote) member of the Inquiry Board
and is responsible for maintaining the records of the Inquiry Board's deliberations.
2.
The Inquiry Board shall notify the respondentimmediately, along with the dean/director
of the relevant college or unit, that an allega.tionof research misconduct has been received.

3. Privateand separatesessionsshouldbe scheduledto hearthe accuser,
if identified the
-'
r_e~Q.QQ~,
ando~
who ared~ednece~~
by the ~ui!'1Board. All relevantevidence that
is produced shall be reviewed and secured. All personsmeeting with the Inquiry Board may be
accompaniedby a representativeof their choice.
4.
Refusal on the part of the respondentto allow the Inquiry Board to review all necessary
documents shall be sufficient to warrant an investigation.
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6.
The Inquiry Board shall take no more than thirty (30) days from the date the Misconduct
Officer was first notified of the allegation to conduct its inquiry and detem1ine whether a fonnal
investigation is warranted. If the inquiry exceedsthe thirty (30) day period, the Inquiry Board shall
document the reason(s) for the delay.
.
7.
The Inquiry Board shall make a formal report consisting of the allegation, the Inquiry
Board's findings, and a recommendation on future actions. The report can recommend that either:

(a)
(b)

information collected during the inquiry does not substantiate the allegation and a
formal investigation is not warranted; or
the allegations have sufficient substance to warrant further investigation.

A copy of the report and recommendations shall be sent to the complainant, respondent,
dean/director of the college or unit, and the President through the Provost/Vice President for
Academic Affairs. The respondent may comment on the report which will be made a part of the
record. Records from the inquiry and any subsequent investigation will be maintained in a secure
manner for a period of at least three (3) years after the tennination of the inquiry of investigation and
will be made available to the Director, OR!.
.

VI. Formal Investigation
1.
If the President agrees with the Inquiry Board's report, appropriate action will be taken.
If an investigation is warranted, the Provost v~ill notify the funding agencythat an investigation will
be initiated within 30 days after receipt of the Board's report to determine if misconduct has
occurred. The University will infonn. OR! of any developments during the course of the
investigation, including the status of current funds designated for use by the respondent.
2.
The Provost shall appoint an Investigation Committee consisting of no more than five
(5) persons including at least one (1) member of the Committee on Research Misconduct and one
(1) individual who is not affiliated with the University. The Investigation Committee should include
individuals with sufficient expertise and dedication to conduct a thorough investigation. Precautions
should be taken to avoid real or apparentconflicts of interests on the part of those involved in the
inquiry or investigation. Grambling State University Legal Counsel shall advise the Investigation
Committee.
3.
The respondent, along with the complainant, shall be notified immediately that a fonnal
investigation will occur. The University, respondent,and the complainant may each be represented
by counsel during the investigation, if desired.

a)
b)

a finding of misconduct;
a finding that no culpable conduct was committed. but serious research errors were

c)

a finding that no fraud. misl~onduct or serious research error was committed.

discovered;
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University, the respondentmay petition the Committee in writing no later than ten (10) calendar days
after receipt of the Committee's report. Upon conclusion of the process, the Committee's report
shall be forwarded to the President for consideration. The decision of the President shall be [mal.
1

The Committee's final report should include the following in detail
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

investigation policies and procedures,
source(s) of information relevant to the investigation,
the investigation fmdings,
basis for the findings,
evidence(s) of research misconduct, and
actual text or an accurate summary of the views of any individual(s) found to have
engaged in misconduct, as well as a description of any sanctions taken by
Grambling State University.

12. If misconduct is not proven, it should be recorded in the final report. The University
shall make every effort to restore the reputation of the respondent. GSU will also undertake diligent
efforts to protect the positions and reputations of those persons who, in good faith. make allegations
of scientific misconduct. Any person making frivolous accusations made with reckless disregard
for or willful ignorance of facts will be disciplined by the University.

Policy Dissemination
It is .the intent and desire of Grambling State University that this policy statement receives
as broad and intense dissemination as is appropriate; specifically, that all faculty members be made
aware of and conversant with the University's position, policy and proceduresrelative to allegations
of scientific misconduct. To that end, a brief statement will be incorporated into the Faculty
Handbook, referring interested persons to the complete policy document. This document will be
distributed to all Vice Presidents and Deans. The Deans will be asked in turn to provide a copy of
this document to each of their Department Heads, from whom persons (faculty, graduate students,
undergraduatestudents, etc.) undertaking researchefforts may obtain the complete policy statement.

General Procedures and Principle..,
A. Responsibility to Report Misconduct
All Grambling State University employees who receive or learn of an allegation of
scientific misconduct in any research project supported by the Public Health Service
(PHS) should immediately report the allegation to the Misconduct Policy Officer (MPO)
for appropriate action. The Misconduct Policy Officer will promptly engage in an
assessment of the alle'gation to determine whether it falls within the definition of
scientific misconduct, involves PHS support, and provides sufficient information to
proceed with an inquiry.

E.
3.
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B Protecting the Complainant
Grambling State University ernployees who receive or learn of an allegation of scientific
misconduct for an Inquiry or Investigation will treat the complainant with fairness and
respect and, when the allegation has been made in good faith, will take reasonable steps
to protect the position and reputation of the complainant and other individuals who
cooperate with the institution against retaliation. Employees will immediately report any
alleged or apparent retaliation to the Misconduct Policy Officer.
.

C. Protectingthe Respondent
Grambling State University employees who receive or learn of an allegation of scientific
misconduct will treat the respondent with fairness and respect and will take re:asonable
steps to ensure that the procedural safeguardsin the PHS regulation, 42 C.F. R., Part 50,
Subpart A are followed. Employees will report significant deviations from these
instructions to the Misconduct Policy Officer. The Misconduct Policy Officer will report
any allegation not made in good faith to the Deciding Official for appropriate action.

D. Confidentiality
Grambling State University employees who make, receive, 01;learn of an allegation of
scientific misconduct will protect, to the maximum extent possible, the confidentiality
of infonnation regarding the complainant, the respondent,and other affected individuals.
The Misconduct Policy Officer should establish reasonable conditions to ensure the
confidentiality of such infonnation for Inquiry and Investigation.
Responding to the Allegations
hI responding to a11egation~
of scientific misconduct, the Misconduct Policy Officer and
the Grambling State University Vice President for Academic Affairs will make diligent
efforts to ensure that the following functions are perfom1ed:

1

Allegation assessments,
inquiries, or investigationsare conducted in a timely,
objective, thorough,and competentmanner.

2.

Reasonable precautions are taken to avoid bias and real or apparent conflicts
of interest on the part of those involved in conducting the inquiry or
investigation.
Interim administrative actions are taken, as appropriate, during Inquiries and
Investigations to protect :Federalfunds and the public health and to ensure that
the purposes of the Federal financial assistanceare carried out.

F.
2.
I.
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EmployeeCooperation

G.

EvidentiaryStandards

Burdenof Proof

Standardof Proof

H.

Completionof Process
The

Misconduct

Policy

Officer

is

responsible

for

ensuring

that

the

inquiry/investigation process and all other steps required by the instruction and the
PHS regulation are completed even in those cases where the respondent leaves the
institution after allegations are made.

Early Tennination
If GSU plans to terminate an inquiry or investigation prior to completion of all the
stepsrequired by the PHS regullations,the Misconduct Policy Officer will notify OR!
of the planned termination and~the reasonsfuereof. OR! will review the information
provided and advise GSU whether further investigation should be undertaken.

2.
4.

"""\
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J.

Referralof Non-Scientific MisconductIssues
When the institution's review' of the allegation identifies non-scientific misconduct
issues, the Misconduct Poli,cy Officer will refer these matters to the Office of
Academic Mairs or FederaJ.office for action. Issues that will be referred are as

follows:
HHS Criminal Violation
Potential violation of c:riminallaw under HHS grants and contracts will be
referred to the Office of Inspector General, HHS-OIG Hot line, P.O. Box
17303,Baltimore,:M:D :~1203-7303,telephone (800) 368-5779. If the possible
criminal violation is ide:ntical to the alleged scientific misconduct (e.g., alleged
false statements in a PHS grant application), the criminal charge will be
reported to ORI. ORI vvill then refer it to DIG.

Violation of Human and Animal SubjectRegulations
Potential violation of hillman or animal subject regulations will be referred to
the Office for Protection from Research Risks, National Institutes of Health,
6100 Executive Boulev.lfd, MSC 7507, Rockville, MD 20892-7507, telephone
(301) 496-7005.

3.

"

Violation of FDA Regullations
Potential violations of Food and Drug Administration regulated research
requirementswill be reti~rredto the FDA Office of Regulatory Affairs, Division
of Compliance Policy, BioresearchProgram Coordination, 5600 Fishers Lane,
Room 12A41, Rockville, MD 20857, telephone (301) 443-2390.

Fiscal Irregularities
Potential violations of cost principles or other fiscal irregularities will be
referred as follows: For all Nffi Agencies--Office of Management Assessment,
Nlli, Building 31, Roclm 1B05, Bethesda, MD 20892, telephone (301) 496-

6630.
If there are any questions reg:arding the proper referral of non-scientific misconduct
issues, the Misconduct Policy Officer may call the OR! Division of Research
Investigations at (301) 443-:i330 to obtain advice.

3.
4.
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K.

Requirements for Reporting to ORl

1.

2.

GSU's decision to iJ1itiatean investigation will be reported in writing to the
Director of OR! on Ol~
before the date the investigation begins. The notification
will include the narnle(s)of the person(s) against whom the allegations have
been made, the general nature of the allegation as it relates to the PHS
definition of scientific: misconduct, and the PHS application or grant number(s)
involved. OR! will .11sobe notified of the final outcome of the investigation
and will be provided with a copy of the investigation report. Any significant
variations from the provisions of the institutional policies and procedures will
be explained in any r,eportssubmitted to OR!.
If GSU plans to tenIllnate an inquiry or investigation for any reasons without
completing all relevant requirements of the PHS regulation, the Misconduct
Policy Officer will submit a report of the planned termination to OR!, including
a description of the re:asonsfor the proposed termination.
If GSU detennin~s thclt it will not be able to complete the investigation in 120
days, the Misconduct ;Policy Officer will submit to ORI a written request for an
extension that explair.lSthe delay, report on the progress to date, estimate the
date of completion of Ithereport, and describe other necessaJ:Y
steps to be taken.
If the request is grarlted, the Misconduct Policy Officer will file periodic
progress reports as requested by the OR!.
When PHS funding or applications for funding are involved and an admission
of scientific misconduct is made, the Misconduct Policy Officer will contact
OR! for consultation ~mdadvice.

5.

The Misconduct Policy Officer will notify OR! at any stage of the inquiry or
investigation if:

a.

there is an immediatehealthhazardinvolved;

b.

there is an immediate need to protect Federal funds or equipment;

c.

there is an immecliate needto protect the interests of the person( s) making
the allegations or of the individual(s) who is the subject of the allegations
as well as his/he]~co-investigators and associates,if any,

d.

it is probable that:the alleged incident is going to be reported publicly; or

e.

the allegationinvolvesa public healthsensitiveissue,e.g., a clinical trial;
or

A.
2.
3.
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f.

IX.

there is a reasonable indication of possible criminal violation. In this
instance, GSU will infOm1 OR! within 24 hours of obtaining that
infom1ation.

Preliminary Assessmentof Allegations
Allegation Assessment
Upon receiving an allegation of scientific misconduct, the Misconduct Policy Officer
will immediately assess the allegation to determine whether there is sufficient
evidence to warrant an inquiry, whether PHS support or PHS applications for funding
are involved, and whether t:he allegation falls under the PHS definition of scientific
misconduct.

1.

PHS Support
Allegations involving research supported by PHS-funded grants. contracts. or
cooperative agreemen1:s.
or applications for PHS funding connote PHS support.
If the allegation does not involve PHS support. it will be handled under GSU's
own defInition of scientific misconduct and procedures(if applicable) without
regard to the PHS reglLllationat 42 C.F.R. Part 50. S~ubpartA.

PHS Definition
The allegation will be carefully reviewed to determine whether it potentially
constitutes fabrication, falsification, plagiarism, or other serious deviation from
commonly acceptedpractices for proposing, conducting, or reporting research.
In case of doubt, the I'1,fisconductPolicy Officer will consult with the GSU's
counselor OR! on whether the allegation falls within the PHS definition of
scientific misconduct.

Sufficient evidenceto proceed
There is not always sufficient evidence or infoffilation to pernlit further. inquiry
into the allegation. Fair example, an allegation that a scientist's work should
be subjected to general examination for possible misconduct is not sufficiently
substantial or specific to initiate an inquiry. In caseof such a vague allegation,
an effort will be made t:o obtain more infoffilation before initiating an inquiry.
This information may be sought from any reasonable source, including the
complainant, if known.

A.
B.
2.
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B.

Referral of OtherIssues
Regardless of whether it is determined that a scientific misconduct inquiry is
warranted, if the allegation involves PHS support and concerns possible failure to
protect human or animal subjects, financial irregularities, or criminal activity, the
allegation will be referred to the appropriate PHS or DHHS office.

x.

Conducting the Inquiry

Initiation and Purposeof the Inquiry
Following the preliIDinary assessment,if the Misconduct Policy Officer determines
that the allegation provides sufficient information to allow specific follow-up,
involves PHS support, and falls under the PHS definition of scientific misconduct,
he or she will immediately initiate the inquiry process. In initiating the inquiry, the
Misconduct Policy Officer should identify clearly the original allegation and any
related issues that should be evaluated. The purpose of the inquiry is to make a
preliminary evaluation of the available evidence and testimony of the respondent,
complainant, and key witnesses to determine whether there is sufficient evidence of
possible scientific misconduct to warrant an investigation. The purpose of the inquiry
is not to reach a final conclusion about whether misconduct defInitely occurred or
;
who was responsible. The findings of the inquiry will be set forth in an inquiry
report.

First Stepsif an Inquiry is Necessary
As soon as practicable after the Misconduct Policy Officer determines that an inquiry
is required, he or shewill:

1.

secure the relevant researchrecords;
notify the Vice President for Academic Affairs, institutional counsel, the
respondent, or OR! (if the request to open the inquiry originated from OR!);

3.

appoint and chargethe inquiry committee;and

4.

notify OR! if any of the conditions listed in section VllIE.3 of these procedures
are present.

The Misconduct Policy Offic(~r or institutional counsel may consult with ORI at any
time regarding appropriate procedures to be followed.

3.
5.

i
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c.

Sequestration of the Reseaz"chRecords

1.

ImmediateSequestration
If the relevant researchrecords have not beenobtained at the assessmentstage,
the Misconduct Policy Officer will immediately locate, collect, inventory, and
secure them to prevent the loss, alteration, or fraudulent creation of records.

2.

Institutional Access
Researchrecor4s produced under PHS grants and cooperative agreements are
the property of the institution, and employees cannot interfere with the
institution's right of accessto them. Under contracts, certain researchlecords
may belong to PHS, but GSU will be provided accessto contract records in the
custody of GSU for purposes of reviewing misconduct allegations.

Original Records
The documents and materials to be sequesteredwill include all the original
items (or copies if originals cannot be located) that may be relevant to the
allegations.
These include, but are not limited to, re~earch
records as defined
in this document.
'

4.

Sequestrationof the Recordsfrom the Respondent
The Misconduct Policy Officer will notify the respondent that an inquiry is
being initiated simultaneously with the sequestrationso that the respondent can
assistwith location and identification of the researchrecords. The Misconduct
Policy Officer will obtain the assistance of the respondent's supervisor and
GSU counsel in this process, as necessary. If the respondent is not available,
sequestrationmay begin in the respondent's absence. The respondent will not
be notified in advance of the sequestration of research records to prevent
questions being raised later regarding missing documents or materials and to
prevent accusations against the respondent of tampering with or fabricating
data or materials after the notification. In addition to securing records under
the control of the respondent, the Misconduct Policy Officer may need to
sequesterrecords from other individuals, such as coauthors, collaborators, or
complainants. As soon as practicable, a copy of each sequestered record will
be provided to the individual from whom the record is taken if requested.

Inventoryof the Records
A dated receipt must be signed by the sequesteringofficial and the person from

D.
2.
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whom an item is collected, and a copy of the receipt will be given to the person
from whom the record is taken. If it is not possible to prepare a complete
inventory list at the time of collection, one will be prepared as soon as possible,
and then a copy will be given to the person from whom the items were
collected.

6.

Securityand Chain of Custody
The Misconduct Policy Officer will lock records and materials in a secure
place. The persons from whom items are collected may be provided with a
copy of any item. Where feasible, that person will have accessto his or her
own original items under the direct and continuous supervision of a GSU
official. This will ensure that a proper chain of custody is maintained -and that
the originals are kept intact and unmodified. Questions about maintaining the
chain of custody of records should be referred to GSU's counsel.

Notification of the Respondent

1.

Contents of Notification
The Misconduct Policy Officer will notify the respondent in writing of the
opening of the inquiry. The notification should identify the research project in
question and the specific allegations; define scientific misconduct; identify the
PHS funding involved; list the names of the members of the inquiry committee
(if appointed) and experts (if any); explain the respondent's opportunity to
challenge the appointment of a member of the committee or expert for bias or
conflict of interest, to be assisted by counsel, to be interviewed, to present
evidence to the committee, and to comment on the inquiry report; address the
respondent's obligations as an employee of GSU to cooperate; describe the
GSU's policy on protecting the complainant against retaliation and the need to
maintain the complainant's confidentiality during the inquiry and any
subsequentproceedings; and indicate that GSU will undertake diligent efforts,
as appropriate, to restore the reputations of persons alleged to have engaged in
misconduct when allegations are not confirmed.

PotentialRespondents
If no specific respondent has been identified at this stage of the process, the
Misconduct Policy Offi,cer will notify eachpotential respondent that an inquiry
will be undertaken, e..g., each co-author on a questioned article or each
investigator on a questioned grant application. The Misconduct Policy Officer
must consult with the GSU's counsel on the proper notification under the
circumstances.

2.
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E.
The Misconduct Policy Officer is responsible for conducting or designating others
to conduct the inquiry.

1.

Use of an Inquiry Committee
In complex cases, the Misconduct. Policy Officer will normally appoint a
committee of three or more persons to conduct the inquiry, following the

proceduressetforth.
2.

Use of anInquiry Official
In cases in which the allegations and apparent evidence are straightforward,
such as an allegation of plagiarism or simple falsification or an admission of
misconduct by the respondent, the Misconduct Policy Officer may choose to
conduct the inquiry directly or designate another qualified individual to do so.
In such cases,the inquiry official will nevertheless obtain the necessary expert
and technical advice to consider properly all scientific issues.

3.

Inquiry Process
The inquiry, whether conducted by a committee or an individual, will follow
each procedural step set forth below.

F.

Appointmentof the Inquiry Committee
If an inquiry committee is to be appointed, the Misconduct Policy Officer will use the
following procedures.

1.

Committee Membership
The Misconduct Policy Officer. in consultation with the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. will appoint the committee chair within 10 days of the
initiation of the inquiry. The inquiry committee will consist of. at least. three
individuals who do not have real or apparent conflicts of interest in the case.
are unbiased. and hav(~the necessary expertise to evaluate the evidence and
issuesrelated to the allegation. interview the principals and key witnesses. and
conduct the inquiry.

Experts
The Misconduct Policy Officer, in consultation with the committee, will
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determine whether additional experts other than those appointed to the
committee need to be (~onsultedduring the inquiry to provide special expertise
to the committee regal'ding the analysis of specific evidence. In this case, the
experts will provide a strictly advisory function to the committee; they do not
vote and generally do not interview witnesses. The experts may be from
internal or external to GSU.

Bias or Conflict of Interest
The Misconduct Policy Officer will take reasonable steps to ensure that the
members of the committee and experts have no bias, personal or professional
conflict of interest with the respondent, complainant, or the case in question.
In making this deternnination, the Misconduct Policy Officer will c-onsider
whether the individual (or any members of his or her immediate family):

a.

b.
,

c.
d.

has been a part}, to a scientific controversy' with the respondent or
complainant;

e.

has a supervisory or mentor relationship with the respondent or
complainant;

f.

has a special relationship, such as a close personal friendship, kinship, or
a physician/patient relationship with the respondent or complainant; or

g.

falls within any circumstance that might appear to compromise the
individual's objectivity in reviewing the allegations.

Objection by Respondent
The Misconduct Polic:y Officer will notify the respondent of the proposed
committee membership within 10 days. If the respondent submits a written
objection to any appointed member of the inquiry committee or expert based
on bias or conflict of interest within 5 days, the Misconduct Policy Officer will
immediately determine whether to replace the challenged member or expert
with a qualified substit:LIte.

\\
3.
4.
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5.

Confidentiality
Members of the committee and experts will agree in writing to observe the
confidentiality of the proceeding and any information or documents reviewed
as part of the inquiry. Outside of the official proceedings of the committee,
they may not discuss the proceedings with the respondent, complainant,
witnesses, or anyone not authorized by the Misconduct Policy Officer to have
knowledge of the inquiry.

6.

Provisionof Assistance
The Misconduct Policy Officer, in consultation with the institutional counsel,
will provide staff assistanceand guidance to the committee and the experts on
the procedures for conducting and completing the inquiry, including procedures
for maintaining confidentiality, conducting interviews, analyzing data, and
preparing the inquiry report.

G.

Charge to the Committee and the First Meeting
The Misconduct Policy Officer will prepare a charge for the inquiry committee that
describes the allegations and any related issues identifi.ed during the allegation
assessment. The charge w'ill state that the purpose of the inquiry is to make a
preliminary evaluation of the evidence and testimony of the respondent, complainant,
and key witnesses to determine whether there is sufficient evidence of possible
scientific misconduct to warrant an investigation, as required by the PHS regulation.
The purpose is not to detenIline whether scientific misconduct definitely occurred or
who was responsible.
At the committee's fIrst meeting, the Misconduct Policy Officer will review the
charge with the committee, discuss the allegation, any related issues, and the
appropriate procedures for conducting the inquiry; assist the committee with
organizing plans for the inquiry; and answer any questions raised by the committee.
The Misconduct Policy Officer and GSU's counsel will be present or available
throughout the inquiry to advise the committee, as needed.

H.

General Approaches to Conducting the Inquiry

1.

\

Avoid Bias of Conflict of Interest
All necessary steps will be taken to avoid bias or conflict of interest betWeen
the committee and experts and the respondent, complainant, and witnesses.

2.
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Refer OtherIssues
The Misconduct Policy Officer must be advised of any necessary interim
actions to protect the researchfunds, human and animal subjects, or other steps
required by regulation or policy.

I.

GeneralApproachesto Conductingan Interview

1.

Purposeof the Interview
The purpose of an interview at the inquiry stage is to allow each respondent,
complainant, or witness to tell his or her side of the story. The committee will
not attempt to speculate about what happened or might have happened or put
words in the witnesses' mouths. Also, the committee will not disclose
infomlation obtained from others interviewed unless this is necessary and can
be done without identifying the source of the information.

2.

Issuesto Cover
Before an interview, th,ecommittee will provide each witness with a summary
of the matters or issues intended to be covered at the interview. If the
committee raises additional matters, the witness will be given an opportunity
to supplement the record in writing or in another interview. The witness will
be informed that his or her cooperation and truthful answers are expected.

3.

Confrontation
Witnesses will not be told at this stage whether other testimony conflicts with
theirs, although questions may be asked for purposes of clarifying the
testimony. The questioners will avoid leading questions such as, "You must
have made a mistake and thought it was actually this way, right?"

4.

Using Experts
The committee may relquestthat experts attend or participate in interviews to
assist in its evaluation of the allegations and related issues. If the committee
determines that such participation is not appropriate, it may ask an expert to
prepare questions for the committee to use at the interview. An expert retained
to assistthe committee may read the transcripts or summaries of the interviews.

5.

TranscribingInterviews

6.
7.
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Interviews with the respondent will be transcribed or recorded. Interviews with
anyone else will be sumIJ[larized,tape-recorded,or transcribed. A transcript or
summary of the intervi~:w will be provided to each witness for review and
correction of errors. Witnesses may add comments or information. Changes
to the transcript or SUInnlary will be made only to correct factual errors.

Confidentialityof Interviews
Witnesses will be advisf~d that the proceedings are confidential and that they
should not discuss the inquiry or their interview with anyone else other than
their counselor adviser.

Accessto Counsel
Witnesses may be accompanied and advised by legal counselor by a non-legal
adviser who is not a principal or witness in the case. However, the counselor
adviser may only advise the witness and may not participate directly in the
interview. Witnesses will respond directly to the interview questions.

8.

Orderof Interviews
The inquiry committee: will interview, if possible, the complainant, key
witnesses, and the respondent, in that order. Witnesses will be asked to
provide, in advance if JPossible,any relevant evidence, including their own
notes, manuscripts, re~;earchrecords, or other documents that were not
sequesteredpreviously lJut are relevant to the allegation.

9.

Interviewing the Complainant
fu interviewing the complainant, the inquiry committee will attempt to obtain
as much additional evidence regarding the substance of the allegation as
possible and to detemline the complainant's view of the significance and
impact of the alleged misconduct. However, it is not the complainant's
responsibility to prove his or her allegations.

10. Interviewing the Respondent
The respondent will be asked to provide his or her own response to the
allegations, including aJ1Y
analysis of the primary data. If the respondent claims
that an honest error or difference of scientific judgement occurred, he or she
should provide any evidence to support the claim. If he or she requests, the
respondent may make a closing statement at the end of the interview.

XI.
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11. RecordingAdmissions
If the respondent admits to the misconduct, the respondent will be asked
immediately to sign a ~;tatementattesting to the occurrence and extent of the
misconduct. Normally, an admission is a sufficient basis to proceed directly to
an investigation. How'ever, the admission may not be a sufficient basis for
closing a case. Further investigation may be neededto determine the extent of
the misconduct or to e:~plore additional issues. If an admission is made, the
Misconduct Policy Officer or GSU's counsel may seek advice from ORl in
determining whether there is a sufficient basis to close a case, after the
admission is fully documented and all appropriate procedural steps are taken.
If the case is closed, the report should be forwarded to the President of GSU
with recommendations for appropriate institutional sanctions an~ then
submitted to ORl for re:view.

12. CommitteeDeliberations
The inquiry committel~ will evaluate the evidence and testimony obtained
during the inquiry. Aftc~rconsultation with the Misconduct Policy Officer and
institutional counsel, the committee members will decide whether there is
sufficient evidence of possible scientific miscondu.ct to recommend further
investigation. The scope of the inquiry does not include deciding whether
misconduct occurred or conducted exhaustive interviews and analyses.
Comniittee deliberationlswill never be held in the presence of the interviewee.
During the interview, the comniittee members will not debate among
themselves or with wiltnesses over possible scientific interpretations. These
questions will be reserved for private discussions among the inquiry committee
members and expert consultants.

The Inquiry Report
Elementsof the Inquiry Report
A written inquiry report will be prepared that states the name and title of the
committee members and experts, if any; the allegations; the PHS support; a summary
of the inquiry processused; ,llist of the researchrecords reviewed; summaries of any
interviews; a description of the evidence in sufficient detail to demonstrate whether
an investigation is warranted; and the committee's determination as to whether an
investigation is recommende:dand whether any other actions should be taken, if any
investigation is not recomm.ended. GSU's counsel will review the report for legal
sufficiency. All relevant dates will be included in the report.

2.
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B.
The Misconduct Policy Officer will provide the respondent with a copy of the draft
inquiry report for comment and rebuttal and will provide the complainant, if he or she
is identifiable, with those portions of the draft report that address the complainant's
role and opinions in the investigation.

1.

Confidentiality
The Misconduct Policy Officer may establishreasonableconditions for review
to protect the confidentiality of the draft report.

2.

Receipt of Comments
Within 10 calendar days of their receipt of the draft report, the complainant and
respondentwill provide their comments, if any, to the inquiry committee. Any
comments that the complainant or respondent submits on the draft report will
become part of the final report and record. Based on the comments, the inquiry
committee may revise the report as appropriate.

c.

Inquiry Decision and Notification

1.

Decisionby Deciding Official
The Misconduct Policy Officer will transmit the final report and any comments
to the Deciding Official. who will. make the detemlination of whether findings
from the inquiry provide sufficient evidence of possible scientific misconduct
to justify conducting ~Lninvestigation. The inquiry is completed when the
Deciding Official makes this detennination. which will be made within 60 days
of the fIrst meeting of tile inquiry committee. Any extension of this period will
be based on good cause and recorded in the inquiry file.

Notification
The Misconduct Policy Officer will notify both the respondent and the
complainant in writing of the Deciding Official's decision of whether to
proceed to an investigation and will remind them of their obligation to
cooperate in the event an investigation is opened. The Misconduct Policy
Officer will also notify all appropriate GSU officials of the Deciding Official's
decision.

A.
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D.

Time Limit for Completing the Inquiry Report
The inquiry committee will complete the inquiry and submit its report in writing to
the Misconduct Policy Officer no more than 60 calendar days following the fIrst
meeting, unless the Misconduc:t Policy Officer approves an extension for good cause.
If the Misconduct Policy Officer approvesan extension, the reason for the extension
will be entered into the record~;of the case and the report. The respondent will also
be notified of the extension.

OR! Oversight
Decisionto Investigate
If the Deciding Official dec:ides that an investigation will be conducted, the
Misconduct Policy Officer will notify OR! and will forward a copy of the final
inquiry report and the institution's policies and procedures for conducting
investigations to OR!.
Decision Not to Investigate
If the Deciding Official decides not to proceed to an investigation and the inquiry was
"
begun at the requestof OR! or if OR! requestsa copy, the Misconduct Policy Officer
will send a copy of the final inquiry report and the institutional decision to OR!.
Otherwise, the case may be closed without notice to OR!.

c.

Accessto Evidence
If ORI is perfonning an oversight review of the institution's detennination not to
proceed to an investigation, the Misconduct Policy Officer, if so requested, will
provide ORI with the repon, and the inquiry file, including, but not limited to,
sequesteredevidence, analyse~;,and transcripts of interviews. The Misconduct Policy
Officer will keep all records s<=cure
until OR! makes its final decision on its oversight
of the institutional inquiry or investigation.

Referral to Other Agencies
Information obtained during the inquiry regarding allegations other than scientific
misconduct involving PHS funds should be referred to the responsible institutional officials
or government agencies.

A.
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XIV.

Conducting the Investigation
Purposeof the Investigation
The purpose of the investigation is to explore in detail the allegations, to examine the
evidence in depth, and to determine specifically whether misconduct has been
committed, by whom, and to what extent. The investigation will also determine
whether there are additional instances of possible misconduct that would justify
broadening the scope beyond the initial allegations. This is particularly important
where the alleged miscondu.ct involves clinical trials or potential harm to human
subjects or the general publi(; or if it affects research that forms the basis for public
policy, clinical practice, or public health practice. The findings of the investigation
will be set forth in an invesu.gation report.

